A practical fruit of these zoological studies was the establishment of studs, of which the Mantuan, under Francesco Gonzaga, was esteemed the first in Europe. All interest in, and knowledge of the different breeds of horses is as old, no doubt, as riding itself, and the crossing of the European with the Asiatic must have been common from the time of the Crusades. In Italy, a special inducement to perfect the breed was offered by the prizes at the horse-races held in every considerable town in the peninsula. The sheer volume and range of material in the Gonzaga Archive in Mantua is daunting but for someone wishing to research the history of the family's studs, Carlo Cavrani's Le razze Gonzaghesche di cavalli nel Mantovano (1909) 2 offers an excellent guide to the documentation deposited there. Apart from making public hitherto unpublished material, it presents the evidence clearly and in a well-ordered way. 4 published in 1924, contains information on the Gonzagan and Savoyard studs, taken directly from the Italian archives. Reade shows particular sensitivity towards and knowledge of Italian history and his ideas, in some measure, reflect the ones expressed in this essay. He emphasizes the importance of diplomacy and the value of the 'silken ties of common pleasures' 5 established between the European rulers. Thus, an alliance between two kings or politicians could be built on a common interest in horses, shooting or racing. For an essay with a cultural theme like this one, Federico Tesio's historical introduction to Il Purosangue Animale da Esperimento is essential reading. 6 There, the reader will gain an understanding of the esteem in which contemporary rulers and elite held the Mantuan studs, presented by a great thoroughbred breeder and a scholar with a humanist and scientific background. C.M. Prior's Royal Studs of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries 7 is still incomparable as a source of information on early English studs, especially, as in this case, their connection with early modern Italian and Mediterranean horses. Tesio relied to a considerable extent upon his English counterpart, a researcher and breeder of thoroughbred horses at Adstock Manor in Buckinghamshire.
